Polka Dot Pincushion - Sallie Stewart
Christmas Tree Wall Hanging

To Register: https://muttonhillquilts.submittable.com/submit/bbae1bd7-93e8-4ff8-9a09adb12fdfa908/christmas-tree-wall-hanging
Description: Learn an easy technique to sew faux curve pieced blocks from dimensional flying geese patches
which will easily create an adorable holiday decoration. The packages under the tree can hide small gifts or
candy. The hanging will be on display at The Polka Dot Pincushion if you would like a close up view. Many
embellishment techniques will give you a variety of ideas for personalizing your tree hanging. You will also see
other samples using the technique that will inspire other projects.
Length: 3 hours
Hand/Machine: machine
Skill Level: experienced beginner (experience keeping a consistent seam allowance)
Kit Cost: $48
Kit Description: All fabrics precut for the quilt top; thread to match tree fabric; Rick Rack; Backing, binding,
and batting to complete the project; pattern
Total Cost (Class + Kit): $88
Day/Time: Saturday, 1-4pm
Room: OMNOVA-B
Student to Bring: General sewing needs including a rotary cutter; Small individual ironing station and iron if
possible; Fabric glue stick

Instructor Bio: Sallie Stewart is an instructor at The Polka Dot Pincushion who has developed this technique so
that it can be used in many different projects. She has quilted and sewn for many years.

Skill Level Definitions:
Beginner- An easy project suitable for a quilter just starting out. To build quilting skills, good beginner skills
include basic seaming, 4-Patch squares, and other simple piecing projects
Intermediate- An intermediate quilter may have mastered more skills than a beginner or novice but still not
be ready for advanced quilting techniques. Some intermediate quilting skills include simple free-motion
quilting, piecing, and needle-turn applique work.
Advanced- Advanced quilting techniques include needle-turn applique work, curved piecing, feathers, and
complicated free-motion quilting. Advanced quilters may also be ready to design their own quilts or work freehand on more complicated designs.

